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(), and the total




! , are measured at energies around 91 GeV
using the data collected with the L3 detector from 1991 to 1993. We set lower limits,
at 95% CL, on a contact interaction energy scale parameter  > 602 GeV, on the
mass of an excited electronm
e

>146 GeV and on the QED cut-o parameters 
+
>
149 GeV and 
 
> 143 GeV. Upper limits are also set on the branching fractions of
Z decaying into , 
















(n) (` = e; ;  ) are studied using the data collected
from 1990 to 1994. The data are consistent with the QED expectations.








is an ideal process to test QED at the Z resonance. The present
statistics enables us to compare the data with the QED prediction up to O(
3
). The degree
of agreement between QED and the data can be used to constrain dierent models with QED
breakdown eects.
The forbidden decay Z!  and the rare decays Z! 

 and Z!  [1] would have the




! . The measurement of the total cross
section as a function of center of mass energy,
p
s, can be used to set limits on these processes.
Similar analyses have been carried out earlier at LEP [2]. Since our previous publication
on this subject, the integrated luminosity has increased by about a factor of ve. The higher
statistics enables us to test QED and to set improved limits on the various scale parameters.




!  is also measured for the case where the
photons are well separated [3]. New limits on the branching fraction for the Z decays with
photonic nal states are obtained.









an increase of integrated luminosity by about a factor of four enables us to test QED via these
processes and to clarify the open question about the origin of the four events with high 
invariant mass.
The L3 Detector
The L3 detector is described in detail in Ref. [5]. The main components of the detector relevant
to the analysis are a central tracking chamber, a Z-chamber, forward-backward tracking cham-
bers, a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) composed of bismuth germanium
oxide (BGO) crystals with a barrel region (42

<  < 138

) and two endcaps (11






<  < 169

), a ring of scintillation counters, a sampling hadron calorimeter with uranium
absorbers and proportional wire chamber readout, and a high precision muon spectrometer.
Forward BGO arrays on either side of the detector measure the luminosity by detecting small-
angle Bhabha events. All subdetectors are located in a 12m diameter magnet which provides a
uniform eld of 0.5 T along the beam direction. The energy and angular resolution for electrons




In order to select events with two or more electromagnetic showers with polar angles in the
range 14

<  < 166

, the following cuts are applied:
(1) the number of showers with energy above 2.0 GeV in the ECAL must be at least 2 and
less than 8;
(2) the total energy deposited in the ECAL must be higher than 0.7
p
s;
(3) the shower proles must be consistent with that of an electron or a photon;





The photon within parentheses indicates the possible presence of a third photon.
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! () events. The
Bhabha events are rejected if:
(5) there is a track in the central tracking chamber, or there are hits in the forward-backward
tracking chambers associated with either of the two most energetic showers in the ECAL.




! () events are selected in the data taking period from 1991 to 1993
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 64:6 pb
 1
in the center of mass energy range 88.5{
93.7 GeV. Using the Bhabha data sample to estimate the tracking chamber veto eciency for





!  events where all three photons are hard and well separated, the
following two cuts are applied in addition to cuts 1, 2, 3 and 5:
(6) there must be at least three showers in the ECAL separated from each other by at least
15

and the energy of the third most energetic shower must be greater than 5 GeV;
(7) the sum of the angles in space between the three showers has to exceed 350

.




!  events are selected in the data sample.








(n) (n =1 or 2) events are the same as in our
previous publication [4]. Briey they are as follows: electrons are selected within the ducial
region dened by j cos j < 0:74 and with energies above 3.0 GeV; muons are selected using the
muon spectrometer with a minimum momentum requirement of 3.0 GeV; taus are identied
within j cos j < 0:74 via their distinctive one and three-prong decays; photons are required to be
within j cos j < 0:9 and to have energies above 1.0 GeV; their isolation angles from the electrons,















events are selected in the data taking period from 1990 to 1994, corresponding to an integrated













a QED Monte Carlo generator [6] is used to calculate the selection eciency. This generator
includes soft and hard bremsstrahlung, and virtual photon corrections up to O(
3
). The gen-
erated events are passed through the L3 simulation and reconstruction programs. The QED
event selection eciency is (89  1)% in the region j cos j  0:71, (70  1)% in the region
0:82 < j cos j  0:94 and (15  2)% in the region 0:94 < j cos j  0:97. The trigger eciency
is estimated to be 99:7%.
Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c show comparisons of the photon energy spectra between the data and
the Monte Carlo (normalized to the integrated luminosity) after cuts 1{5. Fig. 1d shows the
comparison of the acollinearity angle, , distribution of the two most energetic photons with
the same cuts applied. Good agreement is observed between the data and the Monte Carlo.




! () measured at each
p
s point are shown in Fig. 2a.
The cross section at
p





!  is shown in Fig. 2b for the three energies with highest luminosity. Table 1




! () dierential cross sections and the
number of events per angular bin. j cos j is dened as the average of j cos 
1







as the polar angles of the rst and second most energetic showers respectively. The
3
o-peak data are scaled to the peak energy,
p
s= 91.2 GeV, because the angular distribution
for the dierential cross section is energy independent and they have small small statistics.
The systematic error is estimated to be 2:7%, mainly originating from the detector eciency
calculation. A graphical representation of the dierential cross sections given in Table 1 together
with the QED Born level (lowest order) prediction is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows the same
cross sections normalized to the Born level prediction. The comparison of the data with the
QED radiatively corrected expectation leads to a

2
= 9 for 17 degrees of freedom. This shows
that the measured dierential cross section agrees with the QED prediction including radiative
corrections up to O(
3
).



















0.027 37 1.8  0.3 1.76
0.082 47 2.3  0.3 2.29
0.135 58 2.8  0.4 2.68
0.190 51 2.5  0.3 2.98
0.244 61 3.4  0.4 3.21
0.299 61 3.3  0.4 3.43
0.353 71 3.9  0.5 3.64
0.408 64 3.5  0.4 3.89
0.463 87 4.4  0.5 4.20
0.517 88 4.4  0.5 4.61
0.572 107 5.4  0.5 5.17
0.627 132 6.7  0.6 5.95
0.681 122 6.6  0.6 7.07
0.844 222 15.7  1.0 16.01
0.890 300 23.2  1.3 23.89
0.926 268 40.5  2.5 37.58
0.958 106 74.0  7.2 68.68





as a function of j cos j. The errors are statistical only.
The agreement between the data and the QED predictions can be used to constrain various
models with deviation from QED predictions. A possible deviation from QED may arise from








 contact terms [7].
We will refer to this as the \contact interaction assumption". Another possibility would be
the existence of an excited electron, e

, with mass m
e

. If such an electron exists, it could
couple to an electron and a photon via a magnetic interaction and replace the virtual electron
in the QED process [8, 9]. A convenient and simple way of quantifying QED deviations is the





For the above cases, it is possible to express the dierential cross sections in a form similar
to the known QED dierential cross section (d=d
)
QED



























which is the most stringent case [7], with  and
~
 as energy scale parameters. For the excited



















<< 1 limit, the excited electron mass can











found in Ref. [9].
In Eqn. 1 the cross section for the contact interaction or for the excited electron is calculated
at the Born level. To estimate the deviation from QED, we replace the QED Born level cross













To set lower limits on the parameters in 
new
, the unbinned and the optimized binning
maximum likelihood methods [10] are used. As both methods give very similar results, only
















































) is the event probability density.
The term before the product in Eqn.2 corresponds to an overall normalization constraint.
The error  includes the statistical and the systematic errors added in quadrature. For the
hypothesis of contact interaction the scale  is varied for the assumption  
~
 [7]. To set
a limit on the mass of the excited electron, m
e

, the full expression for the dierential cross
section given in Ref. [9] is used under the assumption that the coupling constant  = 1. At
95% CL we nd  > 602 GeV, m
e

> 146 GeV, 
+
> 149 GeV, and 
 
> 143 GeV. In
order to calculate the limits we use a Gaussian distribution which contains the full positive
parameter space and renormalize this area to one [11]. Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the measured
to the radiatively corrected QED dierential cross section as a function of j cos j. The curves




on the QED prediction.
Other deviations from QED could come from the forbidden decay Z! , or the rare decays
Z! 

 and Z!  [1]. At high energies, the two photons from the 

or  are too close to
be separated and are seen as a single shower in the ECAL. All three reactions leave the same
two photon signature in the detector as the QED reaction apart from the angular distribution
of the photons.

















is the width of the rare decay mode under consideration,  
ee





are the mass and the total width of the Z respectively. The variation of























we use our measured values [12]. The selection eciencies in the angular
range 14

<  < 166

for these decays are estimated using Monte Carlo events with an angular
5
distribution of (1 + cos
2
) [1]. This leads to an eciency of (73  2)% for Z!  and
Z! 

 events and (52  2)% for Z!  events (the  neutral decay fraction is 71%). The
















where P is the Poisson distribution function, N
i
the number of observed events at an energy
point, i, and N
theo
the number of expected events from QED plus the contribution from the
Z! X decay. With this likelihood function the 95% CL upper limits obtained are:
 (Z! 

=) < 0:13 MeV or BR(Z! 

=) < 5:2 10
 5
,
 (Z! )< 0:19 MeV or BR(Z! )< 7:6  10
 5
.
The above limits on  
X
are used to estimate the possible deviations from QED as shown in
Fig. 2a. The curve for the decay Z!  is separated from that for Z! 

 and Z!  due to



















(n). There exist several QED calculations and Monte Carlo simulations for this process.
The YFS approach [13] and the matrix element calculation approach [14] predict the same cross
section for hard isolated photon production. The agreement between the two approaches for
the  invariant mass distribution is better than 10% [15]. As in our previous analysis, the
Monte Carlo program YFS3 [16] is used for the QED calculation. Table 2 gives a comparison





n  1 and n  2.
1990 to 1994 data Monte Carlo expectation
n ee (n)  (n) rm (n) `` (n) ee (n)  (n)  (n) `` (n)
n  1 7138 6720 4262 18120 6857 6925 4680 18462
n  2 268 286 135 689 238 278 125 641








(n) events compared to Monte Carlo expectations.
Fig. 5 shows the  invariant mass distribution. Reasonable agreement between the data
and the QED prediction is observed. At lower mass, the discrepancies originate mainly from
the use of a generator level Monte Carlo, with the directions and energies of the nal state
particles smeared according to our detector resolutions. Using the YFS3 program, we calculate
a probability of 25% to observe more than 5 events with a  invariant mass above 50 GeV
with 4 of them within an interval of 5 GeV.
6
Conclusions




! () are well described




!  is in good agreement
with the QED prediction. At 95% CL, we set the following lower limits: the contact interaction
energy scale parameter  > 602 GeV; the excited electron mass m
e

>146 GeV; and the QED
cut-o parameters 
+
> 149 GeV and 
 
> 143 GeV. Upper limits are set, at 95% CL, on the
branching fractions of Z decaying into , 







respectively. The increased statistics indicates that there is no further evidence for a high 
mass anomaly in the `` channel.
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Figure 1: (a), (b) and (c) show the comparisons between the data and the QED predictions of
the normalized photon energy spectra for the rst, second and third most energetic photons,








a)  e+e− → γ γ (γ)
Data
QED
 QED + Z → pi0γ, γγ (UL)
 QED + Z → ηγ        (UL)
√s (GeV)
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Figure 2: Comparison of the total cross sections between the data and the QED prediction
as a function of center of mass energy. In (a) upper limits (UL), at 95% CL, on the rare and




 QED with radiative corrections
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Figure 3: (a) shows the comparison of measured dierential cross sections with the QED




! () as a function of j cos j. (b) shows the same cross
sections normalized to the QED Born level prediction.
13
 Data
 QED with radiative corrections
 Λ+ = 149 GeV, Λ = 602 GeV
 Λ
−
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Figure 4: Comparison of the measured dierential cross section with the QED predictions
including the deviations for the parameter values shown in the gure, as a function of j cos j.
The cross sections are normalized to the radiatively corrected QED cross section. The functional
eect of 
+
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Figure 5:  invariant mass distribution compared to the QED predictions for the process
e
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